
(10pts) ADI # - The Guiding TESTABLE Question I Chose
(10pts) Claim- Your prediction about the question
(2.5pts) IV- What YOU are changing
(2.5pts) DV-What you measure
(5/2.5pts) Constants: What you are keeping the SAME

(20pts )Procedure: How we are going to do this step by step

(20 pts) Graph

(20pts)Justification: How does our evidence justify or make us 
rethink our claim

-Restate what you were investigating
-Describe what you did in the investigation and cite the 
evidence from your investigation 

(MENTION DATA, actual numbers)
-Restate or alter your claim and cite your evidence
-Discuss possible errors and/or improvements
-What do these results MEAN and WHY is this 
important? (Extra Pts)
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(10pts) Data Table

(2.5/0pts) Control: What baseline experiment will we compare our results to IF 
NECESSARY



ADI #1 Does the type of water affect plant height?

Claim: Rainwater will increase plant height compared to other sources of water

Ind Variable: Type of Water
Dep Variable: Plant Height

Constants: Type of Plant, Soil, Amount of Water

Procedure: 
1) Plant a plant using the constants 

determined in the experiment
2) Give one plant 50 mL of Rainwater, and the 

other 50 mL of TAP water
3) Monitor, Record Plant height
4) Repeat steps 1-3 for more trials

Justification:In my investigation I was testing to see if the source of water 
affects the height of a plant. I planted three dogwood bushes and gave one 50 mL of tap, 
rain, and distilled water. I monitored their growth and found that tap water produced 
the highest height with 12 cm and distilled water produced the lowest of 4cm. Therefore, 
my original claim stating that rainwater would increase plant height is not supported by 
this evidence. It is possible that there could be unknown conditions affecting the plants. 
The chemical components or possible pollutants of the water are also unknown. I would 
prefer to repeat this experiment to collect more data as I may get different results.
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